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	The beginning of my legal career was not merely inauspicious—it was

	disastrous. Ever since I was a small child, I had dreamed of becoming a

	courtroom wizard, mesmerizing the jury with my eloquence and goring

	hostile witnesses with insightful questions. I was always the victor, never

	the vanquished. I would not simply be a trial attorney; I would be the trial

	attorney. Visions of grandeur played in my head. Alas, reality diverged so

	dramatically from those visions!

	"Present Your Way to the Top reveals strategies for drafting and delivering dynamic presentations that engage, persuade, and motivate audiences and help the presenter get noticed by senior management. "
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Live Linux(R) CDs: Building and Customizing Bootables (Negus Live Linux Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
  
 Dream the perfect computer system, then build it to run on a Linux live CD!




  
 

A Linux live CD is more than just a Linux system you carry around. Start with...
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Heterogeneous Computing with OpenCL, Second Edition: Revised OpenCL 1.2 EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Heterogeneous Computing with OpenCL teaches OpenCL and parallel programming for complex systems that may include a variety of device architectures: multi-core CPUs, GPUs, and fully-integrated Accelerated Processing Units (APUs) such as AMD Fusion technology. Designed to work on multiple platforms and with wide industry support, OpenCL...
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Fatal Exit: The Automotive Black Box DebateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A compelling argument for automotive technologies that speak for the victim, tell the truth, and could save millions of lives
Fatal Exit: The Automotive Black Box Debate cuts through thirty years of political wrangling and institutional biases to provide an argument for the Motor Vehicle Event Data Recorder (MVEDR). This automotive equivalent...
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CMOS PLL Synthesizers: Analysis and Design (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Thanks to the advance of semiconductor and communication technology,
the wireless communication market has been booming in the last two
decades. It evolved from simple pagers to emerging third-generation (3G)
cellular phones. In the meanwhile, broadband communication market has
also gained a rapid growth. As the market always...
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Expert Oracle and Java Security: Programming Secure Oracle Database Applications With JavaApress, 2011

	Expert Oracle and Java Security: Programming Secure Oracle Database Applications with Java provides resources that every Java and Oracle database application programmer needs to ensure that they have guarded the security of the data and identities entrusted to them. You'll learn to consider potential vulnerabilities, and to apply...
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Game Development with SlimDX (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	A fast-paced and practical guide on game development using SlimDX


	Overview

	
		Harness the power of DirectInput and XInput to detect and respond to user input from keyboard, mouse, and joysticks/gamepads while adding the allimportant interactivity to your games
	
		Make the most of Direct2D,...
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